IN-FLIGHT
Thetwo slotscut in the cylinder generate periodic lifting forces that excitethe aircraft.Asthe cylinder rotatesduringflight,the flowis alternately deflected upwardanddownward throughthe slots,resulting in a periodiclift forceat twicethe cylinder's rotational frequency. Figure6 illustrates this. PointA shows the zeroforceposition, pointB is the maximum positive force position, pointC is zeroforceagain, andpointD isthemaximum negative forceposition. Notethatthe cylinderhasonlyrotated180°for one full sinusoidal forcing period.
The amplitude of the excitation force depends upon the dynamic pressure and the amount of the slot opening. Fig. 7(a) ). When the exciter is in the low-force mode, the slotted cylinder is 25 percent open ( Fig. 7(5) ).
The lift force produced by the vane-rotating cylinder concept is analogous to that of an oscillating vane. The rotating cylinder's main advantage is that it requires only the relatively small amount of power needed to overcome the aerodynamic and frictional forces opposing its rotation. Therefore, a low-wattage electric servo motor is used to run the system. Requiring only 28 V, the system can be readily integrated with an aircraft's normal power supply. 
Results and Discussion
The flight test evaluation of the exciter showed that it adequately excited most of the aircraft's structural modes between 5 and 35 Hz. Figure 8 For every flight condition, the forced excitation data yielded higher structural damping values than those from the atmospheric turbulence data. Figure 10 shows a graph of the structural damping values for the symmetric and antisymmetric wing bending modes. The structural damping estimates for the forced excitation data are often as much as twice the value of the data for the atmospheric turbulence. Figure 9 also reflects this phenomena. The width of the peaks, which is proportional to structural damping, is clearly smaller for the atmospheric turbulence data than for the forced excitation data. This is attributed to the fact that the amplitudes for the modes excited by atmospheric turbulence have a very low signal-to-noise ratio. The modes are not well excited and are contaminated by noise; therefore, the damping levels are difficult to calculate accurately.
Static Forces
The exciter vane was mounted at 0°with respect to the launcher rail.
When it was installed, no attempt was made to determine a mounting angle that would minimize static loads at the planned flight conditions. Figure 11 shows the static loads generated at each Mach number.
At Mach 0.8, the aircraft was at an angle of attack of 6.5°, and the vane generated 160 lb of upward force. The magnitude of the static loads decreased until the aircraft reached Mach 1.7, with an aircraft angle of attack of 2°, when 30 lb of downward force was measured. The local angle of attack of the exciter vane was not measured.
Dynamic Forces
The dynamic forces generated by the exciter vane at each Mach number are shown in Figure 12 . The forces shown are given in pounds, peak to peak, and are all for the high force setting (cylinder slot 75 percent open).
Overall, the average dynamic force increased with increasing Mach number, which was expected because dynamic pressure was also increasing. The dynamic forces ranged from about 50 lb at Mach 0.8 to almost 90 lb at Mach 1.7 (all at 30,000-ft altitude). These loads were less than expected.
For the design condition of Mach 1.2 at 10,000 ft (1467 lb/ft_), DEI wind-tunnel and flight test data estimated 409 lb peak to peak for an exciter configuration with no plug in the slotted cylinder. 9 The flight condition of Mach 1.7, 30,000 ft (1271 lb/ft _) was therefore expected to be close to that. The difference may be due in part to the addition of the plug, which cut the slot opening by 25 percent, and due to local flow conditions at the launcher rail of the F-16XL, which may have decreased the exciter_s effectiveness.
While less than predicted, the dynamic force levels were more than sufficient to excite the aircraft's structural modes of interest.
Force Roll-Off
The dynamic forces generated at Mach 0.9 and 1.1 are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of frequency. This figure shows that the exciter vane generated adequate force across the entire frequency range of interest (5 to 35 Hz). The force is not flat across the frequency bandwidth, however. The dynamic force peaks at two frequencies that correspond to antisymmetric structural modes.
The increase in force at these frequencies is most likely caused by an inertial reaction of the exciter as these structural modes are excited. An increase in amplitude is also seen at the sweep cut-off frequency at 35 Hz. This is a result of the excitation frequency approaching the exciter vane first bending mode, which is at 43 Hz.
Logarithmic
and Linear Sweeps Compared Figure 14 shows a comparison of the 60-sec logarithmic and linear sweeps at several Mach numbers for a frequency sweep of 5 to 35 Hz. At Mach 0.9, the logarithmic and linear sweeps are nearly identical.
As Mach number increased, however, the logarithmic sweep did not excite the control surface modes, from 20 to 30 Hz, as well as the linear sweep.
This trend was even more pronounced for the 30-sec sweeps. Overall, the linear sweep was more consistent in exciting the structural modes over the range of Mach numbers tested.
Linear

Sweep Durations
To determine the effect of different sweep durations, linear sweeps from 5 to 35 Hz were performed for 60, 30, 15, and 7 sec. Figure  15 shows and60-see sweeps produce aboutthesame level ofresponse, regardless of Machnumber,andtheselevels wereconsidered adequate.
High-and Low-ForceLevels
Figure16shows a comparison ofthehigh-andlowforce levels forthevane at Mach0.9at 30,000 ft. Both force levels weresufficient to excitethemodes ofinterest; however, thehigh-force level provided considerably moreenergy. Aslightfrequency shift,asmuchas3percentforsomefrequencies, in the datacomparison can beseen in Fig.16 . Astheforce wasincreased, thefrequency ofthe modes decreased. Thistrendis a result ofstructural nonlinearities andis commonly measured duringgroundvibrationtests. 1°t tarmonic Excitation
The exciter producedharmonicswhich excited modes higherthanthe primarysweep frequency. An example of theharmonic excitation is seen in Fig.17 , whichshows an 8.0-Hzfrequency dwellandthe harmonics produced by thevaneat Machnumbers of 0.8, 0.9,and1.05.Theharmonics appear to have thehighestamplitude in thetransonic Machnumber range.
Another example ofthe harmonic excitation is seen in Fig. 8 , in whicha modeat 43 Hz wasobserved. The 43-Hzmodeis the exciter'sfirst vanebending mode, measured froma groundvibrationtestdone on the vane,andit wasexcitedwhilethe sweep passed through21.5Hz. This effect canbeseen moreclearly in Fig.18 .Here, the exciterhasswept througha frequency range of5 to 15Hz,andthedataindicate that the modesin the 15-to 30-Hzfrequency rangehave alsobeenexcited. Thiseffect maynot bedesirable, as in the case of excitingthe vane'sfirstbending mode, or if a singlefrequency dwellisrequired. Excitation Energy Distribution Duringtheevaluation flights, thevane assembly was mounted ontheleftwingtipoftheaircraft.Accelerometers were mounted bothontheleft andrightwingtips. Theresponse fromtheseaccelerometers wasusedto measure the energy transferred fromthe left wingto therightwingduringexciteroperation.
Figure19compares thepower spectral density ofthe left-wingresponse with that of the right wing. The symmetric andantisymmetric wingbending modes (8 and10.8Hz)wereexcited wellonbothwingtips; however, the 13.2-Hz launcher pitchmodewasnot excited on the right wing. The exciter,as well as the aft accelerometer, wasplacednearthe nodeline for this mode.Therewassufficient energy to excitethismode ontheleftsideoftheairplane, whichisseen in theleftwingforwardaccelerometer response. Therewasinsufficient energy, however, toexcitethismode ontheright sideof theairplane. In addition, thehigherfrequency control surface modes werenot excitedaswellonthe right wingwhen_ compared to the left wing. Overall, themodes above 20Hzwerenotexcited well ontheside opposite theexciter. Thisdeficiency couldbeovercome by adding anexciter to theright wing-tip. A structural excitation system that adequately excites all modes of interest is required to verify the absence of flutter within an airplane flight envelope.
Conclusions
In general, the best results were obtained with 30and 60-see linear frequency sweeps. Shorter duration sweeps and logarithmic sweeps did not always sufficiently excite the structural modes above 20 Hz.
The vane and rotating cylinder system produced harmonics that excited modes above the primary sweep frequency and outside of the selected excitation frequency bandwidth.
This had an undesirable effect in that the exciter first vane bending mode at 43 Hz was excited.
The excitation of this mode could lead to high dynamic loads on the exciter vane. 
Rlght wlng forward
Accelerometer locations on the F-16XL aircraft. 
ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
A research excitation system was test flown at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility on the two-seat F-16XL aircraft. The excitation system is a wingtip-mounted vane with a rotating slotted cylinder at the trailing edge. As the cylinder rotates during flight, the flow is alternately deflected upward and downward through the slot, resulting in a periodic lift force at twice the cylinder's rotational frequency.
Flight testing was conducted to determine the excitation system's effectiveness in the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flight regimes. Primary research objectives were to determine the system's ability to develop adequate force levels to excite the aircraft's structure and to determine the frequency range over which the system could excite structural modes of the aircraft. In addition, studies were conducted to determine optimal excitation parameters, such as sweep duration, sweep type, and energy levels. The results from the exciter were compared with results from atmospheric turbulence excitation at the same flight conditions. The comparison indicated that the vane with a rotating slotted cylinder provides superior results. The results from the forced excitation were of higher quality and had less variation than the results from atmospheric turbulence. The forced excitation data also invariably yielded higher structural damping values than those from the atmospheric turbulence data.
